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Book 1 of the Prairie Crocus Cozy Mystery Series.Clean, wholesome fun (& murder) for all ages!
When Claudia Porter inherits a rundown farmhouse in a quaint prairie town, she hopes it will
provide her with the fresh start she so desperately needs. Except then she discovers a body.
Before she knows it, she’s the prime suspect in a mysterious murder. She’s desperate to restore
the old fixer upper - and her reputation. All she has to do is try to get along with her notoriously
grouchy handyman… and solve a murder. Easy, right?A fun, casual read with a thirty-something
amateur sleuth. Set in a charming rural town on the Canadian prairies, this series has quirky
characters, no profanity, and plenty of cats. Each book is a full-length, standalone novel.
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PalB, “perfect holiday read!. This is was a fast paced small town who dun it, which was perfect
for some light holiday reading. I read only today somewhere that reading fiction gives us a
different perspective on life and people than non-fiction. I agree with it as growing up we are
made to believe that reading is all about knowledge gaining via non-fiction and subject matter
books. This is a great recommendation for some light beach, pool side or by the fireplace
reading. The end of the book especially resonated with me as this is exactly what I did recently,
just like the main character, Claudia in the story. She relocated to a new unknown place, where
without knowing what the future might hold. Nevertheless, taking chance and keeping an open
heart in life has it’s own virtues. Looking forward to reading more in the series.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good Story. I enjoyed the story. I liked getting to know the characters and
the small town setting was nice. I will be looking for more in this series.”

Katie Ebook Tops Reader, “Entertaining. An inherited house, a lover's betrayal, the discovery of
a murdered man are crucial elements of this story. It is an easy read.”

Lisa Sandridge, “Finding Yourself in a Small Town. Claudia needed the distraction from her life,
but was unaware of what it really entailed.Inheriting a farm with her sister (who wanted to sell)
was just the beginning.Little did she know that this was just what she needed to revive herself in
believing in her. Bringing new life into the farm house was like taking a breathe of fresh air. Thank
goodness for good hearted neighbors and a handyman.Yet, having someone murdered on her
property turned into one of the worst nightmares. She just wanted to clear her name & that
meant usually upsetting the local sheriff, Carter.Trying to solve the mystery & get the farmhouse
ready to either sell or live in (read to find out which she decides)-all this and more in this cute
story.I love small town stories since I grew up in a small town.”

Tammy Shaver, “A Cozy Read. I have to admit that when I first started reading this book, it
tended to drift off. I found that when I started really getting into the plot it was a truly good
read.We are introduced to Claudia and her sister Madeline. Both of them have very different
lives. Madeline has married into money and it shows. Claudia went on to become a teacher.
They inherit an old farmhouse that belonged to their great-aunt. After many years of neglect it is
in need of repair. Madeline wants nothing to do with it, but Claudia has faith that she can get it
restored to its old beauty. As she is wandering around the property she discovers a dead body.
From that moment on it becomes a "Who Done It" story.Claudia hires Scott Anderson to fix up
the house. She then goes out and starts meeting the locals to see if she can uncover who would
want to murder the man on her property. She runs into several dead ends, but also makes
amazing friendships. Truly a good book if you are into a "Clue" type mystery.”



D. Elliott, “Entertaining and Enlightening. There is more to ‘A Fresh Beginning & Murder’ than the
expected basic elements in a traditional ‘cozy’ novel of a main protagonist looking for a fresh
start in a new place, and entering into a personal situation as amateur female sleuth, awkward
police investigating a sanitised murder victim, plus hints of romance and a few recipes. Author
Miranda Brickett skilfully develops her characters to give them depth and to introduce humour.
She weaves a well structured plot, but in addition she embraces issues of self-awareness,
friendship, family pressures and alcoholism. ‘A Fresh Beginning & Murder’ deserves a 5-star
rating for being enlightening as well as entertaining.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A wonderful cozy mystery. Claudia visits Prairie Crocus to have a look at a
farmhouse that was left to her and her twin sister. Her sister isn't interested in the farmhouse but
Claudia is. The house is in a bit of a state and needs a lot of renovation. Claudia goes to look at
the gardens and finds a dead body. She also meets a lot of the town's residents and makes
friends. She also acquires a cat. She also does a bit of poking around to find the killer. I really
enjoyed reading this book, no swearing, gore or sex. A good wholesome read.”

Ebook Tops Reader Barbw, “From heartache to happiness.. When a newcomer to the town
found a body , she became a suspect. Who hated Ron enough to kill him? The whole town has
their reasons to kill him except the newcomer, so why did the town policeman suspect her? It
was up to her to investigate without getting hurt herself.”

michaela chadwick, “Really good book. I loved reading this story. Is there a follow book?I would
love to read it if there is. I love ghost stories and myths and magic.”

The book by Miranda Brickett has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 2,319 people have provided feedback.
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